Committee Agenda
Joint Accessibility Advisory Committee
January 17, 2022 – 1:30 PM
Electronic Participation
1. Call to Order
2. Election of Chair and Vice Chair
3. Declaration of Interest
4. Site Plan Reviews
a. Arthur Street Municipal Parking Lot – Town of the Blue Mountains (Mike
Humphries and Shawn Carey)
5. Reports
a. Draft Age Friendly Community Action Plan Discussion (Stephanie LaceyAvon)
b. Grey Roots Museum and Archives – Accessibility Considerations in the
Gallery Redesign (Jill Paterson and Sim Salata)
c. Heritage Square Project – Town of Hanover (Andrew Wilken)
d. Election Accessibility Plan Discussion (Kathie Nunno)
6. Reference Documents
a. Election Location Accessibility Checklist (Shared by Township of Brock)
7. Other Business
8. Next Meeting Dates
To Be Determined
9. Adjournment
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Operations Department
Date:
Subject:
Prepared by:

A.

December 17, 2021
Arthur St Municipal Parking Lot
Shawn Carey, Director of Operations, Town of the Blue Mountains
and Mike Humphries, Senior Infrastructure Capital Project
Coordinator, Town of the Blue Mountains

Recommendations

That this report be received by the Joint Accessibility Advisory Committee and that the attached
presentation and compliance report for the proposed Arthur St Parking Municipal Parking Lot
be reviewed for accessibility.

B.

Overview

The purpose of this report is to provide information to the Joint Accessibility Advisory
Committee regarding the Arthur St Municipal Parking Lot and to obtain feedback prior to
finalizing the design.

C.

Background

In 2020 the Town purchased the property at 15/17 Arthur Street West. The property is located
next to the TD Bank parking lot in the downtown area of Thornbury. A map showing the
location of the proposed parking lot is included as Figure 1.
The property is approximately 2600 square metres and is covered in mostly grass with a few
existing trees and remnants of old driveways and foundations. There was an existing residential
home located on the northeast quadrant of the property which was recently demolished by the
Town and backfilled with gravel.
The Town of The Blue Mountains has engaged WT Infrastructure to provide engineering
services for the design and construction administration of this Municipal Parking Lot. The design
is currently nearing 90% complete. The attached presentation is authored by WT Infrastructure
and was used previously by the Town when consulting area residents and the Thornbury BIA.
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Figure 1: Proposed Municipal Parking Area Thornbury

D.

Analysis

The Town engaged WT infrastructure to complete the design and construction administration
of the parking lot. This design incorporates the Town’s Zoning By-law requirements and the
requirements of the “Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act”. The design provides for
49 standard parking spaces and 3 barrier free parking spaces including one Type A and two
Type B spaces with two 1.5 m delineated access aisles. The attached “Accessibility Components
and Compliance” letter report explains accessibility considerations incorporated by the Town’s
designer.
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E.

Attached
1. WT Detailed Design Presentation
2. Accessibility Components and Compliance Letter Report

Respectfully submitted,

Mike Humphries, Senior Infrastructure Capital Project Coordinator
Town of the Blue Mountains
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Arthur St. Municipal Parking Lot
Detailed Design Presentation
December 1, 2021
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PRESENTATION OUTLINE
Background
Consultation Outcomes
Design Components
Innovative Approaches
Schedule
Next Steps
Questions
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BACKGROUND
 Property Purchased by Town in

2020.
 Proposal for small hard

surfaced parking lot


Stormwater Management



Lighting



Allowance for EV charging



Bicycle Parking



Paid Parking Options
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CONSULTATION OUTCOMES
Adjacent Landowners
• Fencing
• Solid wooden fencing to be
extended.
• Noise/Pollution Buffer
• Black Spruce trees in areas
where viable.
• Lighting
• Lighting to be Dark Sky
compliant.
• Snow Storage
• Clearly defined area to
southeast corner.

BIA
• Exit to Louisa/Laneway Access from Louisa
• Landscaping to discourage traversing through rearyard.
• Motorcycle Parking
• No specific motorcycle parking provided.
• Left Turn Access
• Will coordinate for signage, but no works on Arthur
are proposed.
• Access to TD Property
• Walkway to promote pedestrian flow.
• Winter Colour
• Mixture of plantings to provide some seasonality.
• Washrooms
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• No washrooms
being provided.

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN
 Unsignalized Entrance off Arthur Street
 Forty-nine (49) Standard Parking

Spaces

 Three (3) Barrier Free Parking Spaces
 Concrete Bicycle and Pedestrian Plaza
 Enclosed and Open Bicycle Lockers
 Native Landscaping/Xeriscaping
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DRAINAGE DESIGN
 Controlling run-off from site to match

current discharge quantity.

 Underground storage tanks to minimize

peak flow off-site.

 Oil/Sediment Interceptor to remove

any contaminants before entering
municipal storm sewer.

 Drainage patterns to minimize flow

across driven areas during snow melt.
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LANDSCAPE DESIGN
 Trees (32)
 Serviceberry
 Spruce
 Shrubs (119)
 Honeysuckle
 Juniper
 Grasses and Perennials (290)
 Feather Reed Grass
 Catmint
 Black-eyed Susan

Drought resistant once established
and low maintenance.
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PROPOSED
LANDSCAPING
MATERIALS
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RENDERING OF PROPOSED ARTHUR STREET13PARKING LOT

INNOVATIVE FEATURES
 Paid Bicycle Lockers
 Downloadable App
 Credit Card Payment
 Town sets cost
 Currently in place in
 Essex County
 London

 Kawartha Lakes
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OTHER ISSUES
 Parking Payment Strategy – Similar to remainder of Town
 Approvals Status – MECP Approvals are in progress

 Options still being considered:
 Change grassed area for snow storage to alternative naturalized area to

maximize infiltration.
 Additional trees where current shed is located to increase buffer and

reduce foot traffic.
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SCHEDULE
Design Finalization – Fall 2021
Stormwater Management Approval Period – November – March 2022
Tender Issue – Winter 2021/2022
Construction Start (Subject to Budget Approval) – May 2022
Construction Completion – June 2022
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REVIEW AND ADDRESS
PUBLIC COMMENTS

FINALIZE DESIGN

COMPETITIVE
CONSTRUCTION TENDER
PROCESS

NEXT STEPS

AWARD CONSTRUCTION TENDER
(SUBJECT TO BUDGET APPROVAL)

COMMENCE
CONSTRUCTION
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Thank you for your time.
Questions?
For additional project information and updates go to:
https://www.thebluemountains.ca/arthur-street-westparking-lot.cfm?is=2

Jamie Witherspoon, P.Eng. – President
WT Infrastructure Solutions Inc.
jamie.witherspoon@wtinfrastructure.ca
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November 30, 2021
Town of The Blue Mountains
Operations Department, 2nd Floor
32 Mill Street, P.O. Box 310
Thornbury, ON N0H 2P0

Project:

Arthur Street West Parking Lot
Project No. 21-2016 / 2021-09-P-OPS

Subject:

Accessibility Components and Compliance

Dear Mike.
Further to your request, please accept the following information regarding the design of the
parking areas and accessibility of the site relative to AODA. The design drawings (draft) are
attached for reference.
1. Accessible Parking Spaces and Location
a. In accordance with the Town zoning requirements, 4% of the parking spaces must
be barrier free. At this site 4% of the 52 spaces is 2.08, rounded up to 3 spaces.
This exceeds the minimum requirements.
b. Zoning requires that they be divided equally between Type A (3.4 m wide x 5.8 m
long) and Type B (2.4 m wide x 5.8 m long). The design provides for one Type A
and two Type B spaces with two 1.5 m delineated access aisles.
c. Parking Spaces are located at the northeast corner of the parking lot closest to
the Arthur St. entrance and sidewalk for access.
2. Grading and Pedestrian Areas
a. Two drop curbs and ramps are
provided between accessible
parking spaces complete with
tactile plates for the visually
impaired at a maximum slope
of 10:1.
b. The pedestrian area consists
of a 5.3 m wide concrete plaza
for mixed use including bicycle
parking
and
pedestrian
walkway. This will provide

114 Downey Road
Guelph, ON N1C 1A2

info@
wtinfrastructure.ca
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519.400.6701

@solutions_wt

November 30, 2021
Page 2 of 2

more than the minimum 920mm required accessibility and will allow for an
improved experience.
c. All transitions between pavements (i.e., parking lot pedestrian walkway and
sidewalk) will be kept level to minimize changes in level.
d. All obstructions (garbage cans, bicycle storage, picnic tables) will be located to
allow for 1.5 m free space on all sides for accessibility and will be placed outside
of desire paths where possible.
e. Grading throughout the parking lot and pedestrian areas is less than 5% in all
locations (except for previously indicated ramps).
3. Signage
a. Signage will be provided both in terms of a vertical post mounted sign for
accessible parking and pavement markings in accordance with Provincial and
Town Standards.
4. Lighting
a. The design of the lighting is not complete; however, the preliminary design
includes a lamp in the middle of the three accessible spaces to maximize
illumination in the parking area for safety and security.
In general terms, the design intent for the parking lot was to meet or exceed the requirements
for accessibility in accordance with AODA.
We trust this meets with your approval. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free
to contact the undersigned.
Regards,
WT INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS INC.

Jamie Witherspoon, P.Eng., LEED AP, ENV SP
President
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Grey County Joint Accessibility Advisory Committee
Age-Friendly Action Table
Outdoor Spaces & Buildings
Priority 1

1.1

Ensure outdoor public spaces are designed to be accessible
to a wide array of ages and abilities .
All Planning, Tourism, and Economic
Development Plans are striving to achieve
age-friendly, walkable and complete
communities for all segments of our
population.

Regional Plans

1.3

Grey County Joint Accessibility Advisory Committee
(GCJAAC)

1.8

Tree Planting Program

Priority 2

Improve overall accessibility of public and private buildings.
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Continue to support and improve upon
the existing network of review for
planning and development proposals
with the Grey County Accessibility
Advisory Committee and local
Accessibility Advisory Committees.
The County will develop a 'Memorial Tree
Program' allowing individuals to support
tree planting efforts in public spaces,
improving the overall provision of shade
for those visiting and utilizing the spaces.
This will be specific to County owned
properties, but staff will encourage the
same to be developed at the local
munical level and will promote either
new or existing programs.

Priority 1

1.10

1.11

1.13

Ensure outdoor public spaces are designed to be accessible
to a wide array of ages and abilities .
Support the retrofitting of businesses and
public buildings to provide accessibility
features through funding assistance (e.g.
local CIP programs).

Community Improvement Plans

Advocate through the AFC Advisory
Committee opportunities for additional
public washrooms in public and private
buildings. Explore mapping this
information for public access (locations,
hours of operation, change stations, etc.).

Grey County AFC Advisory Commitee

Develop an annual recognition program
that acknowledges:
- local businesses that have become "AFC
Qualified" through application of the AFC
Business Tool Kit
- local municipal AFC innovations and key
milestones

AFC Recognition Program
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Housing
Priority 1

3.3

3.4

Develop new accessible housing units, and
identify incentives and programs that support
housing retrofits to ensure home quality and safety.

Accessible and Age-Friendly Housing Development
Guide

Increase the overall accessibility features of homes
that are existing and proposed to be developed
(universal design). Have Grey County's Joint
Accessibility Advisory Committee help inform an
accessibility guide. This guide will also speak to AFC
community concepts.
Prioritize complete community development
throughout the County, where a mix of employment
opportunities, local services, a full range of housing
options, access to public transportation and active
tranpsortation, affrodable housing, schools,
recreation, and open space exist. Neighborhoods
should be built and designed support the full
lifecycle of housing needs, from low income,
students, young families, newcomers, empty
nesters, and older adults.

Age-in-place Strategies
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Social Participation

Priority 1

4.5

Priority 2

4.8

4.9

Promote and strengthen existing and future
partnerships
with community organizations and groups to
enhance
socially, culturally and community relevant
outreach efforts.
Arrange a larger group, comprised of staff from
the Grey County Joint Accessibility Advisory Group
and local municipal accessibility advisory groups
to meet on a quarterly basis, or as necessary. The
group will provide an opportunity for staff to
network, share resources, and brainstorm on
topics related to accessibility.

The Grey County Accessibility Group

Find ways to encourage a variety of people to come
out to social events and activities
- including those on fixed incomes, less mobile, new
to the area, youth, and/or those who live alone.
Encourage organized activities that are inclusive
for all community members including people living
with dementia and those with disabilities.
Collaborate with Transportation agencies to
support transportation options.

Age-friendly Events

Create a one-page accessibility guideline to
provide to County departments and share with
municipal partners, intended to be used when
planning events to ensure accessibility needs are
addressed.

Accessibility Guideline
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Respect & Social Inclusion
Priority 1

5.2

Increase awareness around the value of cultural and
social diversity, through the provision of events and
education.

Public Awareness Campaign Addressing Systemic
Racism and Discrimination

Launch a public awareness campaign addressing
systemic racism and discrimination felt by Grey
County's new Canadians, seniors, communities of
colour, Indigenous Canadians, and members of the
LGBTQ+ community. Education and additional
resources will accompany this campaign.

Communication & Information
Priority 2

8.7

Review regional documents, corporate strategies
and practices, OP, zoning by-laws, etc. to identify
systemic barriers towards access of high-quality
health care and community services for people of all
ages and abilities.
Encourage review of municipal zoning by-laws to
ensure parking allocations reflect a variety of
different parking needs (e.g., barrier-free spaces,
visitors, family spots, expectant mothers, etc.).
Connect with businesses, public facilities and other
if additional accommodations are needed.

Parking Space Allocation
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Priority 2

Priority 3

Review regional documents, corporate strategies
and practices, OP, zoning by-laws, etc. to identify
systemic barriers towards access of high-quality
health care and community services for people of all
ages and abilities.
Strengthen partnerships and capacities of existing
community health and service providers, towards
the pursuit of strategic goals to improve overall
community health and wellbeing

8.16

Healthcare Recruitment Strategy

8.17

Walk-In Clinic Availability

Identify healthcare system gaps and the hiring of
medical professionals such as Personal Support
Workers to provide quality care to residents.
Advocate for local training opportunities (via
Georgian College) for healthcare occupations,
explore mentorship opportunities for youth,
maintain competitive wages and ensure healthy
work conditions.
Work toward identifying locations that may feasibly
support satellite clinics (walk-in). Should there be
staffing shortages and logistical challenges given a
geographical context, explore targeted outreach
efforts to certain isolated communities for
telemedicine training.
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Civic Participation & Employment
Develop and implement strategies to diversify
recruitment and retention of People of Colour,
newcomers, young people, seniors, Indigenous
communities, women, etc. for local employment,
volunteer and civil leadership opportunities

Priority 1

7.4

Late Career Opportunities and/or Accessiblity
Needs
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Identify areas of employment that could offer a 'late
career' or accessible accommodations to those
qualified but less able to carry-out physically
demanding roles (i.e., conventional nursing roles).
An area of opportunity could be LTC facitilies.
Allowing homes to use their knowledge, skills, and
expertise to advance projects that improve patient
care and the quality of work environments.

Overall Design Intentions
Working with a design firm from 2018 to 2020, Grey Roots developed a concept design to
update its central, long-term exhibit (the Grey County Gallery). The first section completed is the
new Voices exhibit that showcases the history of Grey County through personal stories,
unveiled in 2020. In 2021, staff are working with a new design consultant, Origin Studios to
produce a design and map out content for three new sections.
This presentation outlines the design intentions developed by Origin Studios to create a longterm gallery design that encourages repeat visitation and future engagements with the
community.
The new gallery will share the stories of Grey County through objects, archival images, and firstperson stories while offering engaging discovery-based learning for individuals and groups alike.
The casework has been designed to maximize the of objects for display while maintaining
design synergy with the Voices of Grey installation in the entrance of the gallery space. These
intentions were discussed at the outset of the project Grey Roots staff stressed the importance
of an inclusive and accessible gallery experience.
Origin have taken their approach from the Smithsonian Guidelines for Accessible Design, the
Accessibility Standards for Exhibitions from Ingenium, and the Canadian Museum for Human
Rights Inclusive Design and Accessibility Guidelines. They have broken out each gallery
component below and itemized the accessible and inclusive practices included in the design.
Visitor Flow & Floor Plan
 The gallery offers a straightforward, clear path with opportunities for visitors to find
“predictable surprises”. The layout avoids bottlenecks and dead-ends and is openconcept overall with maneuverability for one and two-way traffic throughout the gallery
set to a minimum of 48”.
 The gallery experience features a calming colour scheme with an overall grey palette,
offset by organic wood tones.
 Floors are the current grey colour which will stand out from casework with the highcontrast colour palette of dark grey for all junctures.
 Emergency egress is unchanged from the Museum’s base-build.

Exhibit Walls
 Exhibit walls feature the agreed-upon colours (dark grey and warm, honey-toned wood)
that offer high contrast across the spectrum and surfaces will minimize reflection and
glare.
 Walls have a consistent design language which flows logically and rhythmically
throughout the gallery offering no hazards or encumbrances to visitor movement.

Objects in Casework
 Objects have been displayed according to the Smithsonian Guidelines for height of
installation and are optimized for viewing by seated and standing visitors.
 Small objects will be displayed near case surfaces.
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All objects are displayed without complex visual backgrounds or complex layered
graphics.
Objects will be lit by strips of hidden LED lighting.
The casework has been designed to go straight to the floor thereby minimizing
unpredictability or impediments for visitors with low vision.
Closed and open-display objects and images are at suitable heights for their proportions
and scale which allows standing visitors and visitors in wheelchairs get close to artworks
and labels.

Text Panels and Object Labels
 Wall text panels have been designed to be installed at consistent heights, using the
Smithsonian Guidelines for height of installation. It follows predictable patterns with
suitable font sizes and accessible fonts.
 All text is installed at heights or on surfaces that meet the needs of visitors who are
standing, seated or who require assistive devices.
 Object labels are offered on handheld documents so that visitors can engage with each
section from various locations in proximity to the casework. By offering the object labels
on portable handouts, they can be easily reproduced in multiple languages, large font,
and braille
 Font size, colour and variable background colours have a high contrast that fits well
within accessibility ranges.
 Content hierarchies and font size standards have been established and are maintained
throughout the gallery.
 Line lengths of 50 characters per line and sufficient leading is the templated structure to
facilitate long-form reading.
 The chosen font is a sans-serif font that meets the Smithsonian and Canadian Museum
for Human Rights accessibility guidelines
 Surfaces other than covered display cases have been specified to be matte or semigloss to manage glare from lighting.
Digital Experiences
 Touchscreens are to be mounted into the casework and are proximal to sub-theme
groupings for ease of comprehension and are set to a height that meets the needs of
visitors who are standing, seated, or who require assistive devices.
 Font size, colour and variable background colours will be specified to follow gallery
design which has a high contrast that fits well within accessibility ranges.
 Content hierarchies and font size standards have been established and are maintained
throughout the gallery.
 Where there is an audio component there will be a hand-held mono speaker. Subtitles,
or transcriptions are recommended.
Hands-on Activities
 Guided or un-guided, hands-on learning is set into the casework where suitable and
rolling bins are in the bottom panels. All hands-on offerings are set to a height that meets
the needs of visitors who are standing, seated, or who require assistive devices.
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Discovery-based learning activities have been suggested to engage visitors of all
learning levels and are placed strategically throughout exhibit.
Activities will have clear instructions using simple language and are designed to be
customizable by the visitor based on age, ability, and skill.
Hand’s On rolling bins have been developed for long-term programming flexibility which
can be explored and stored in the wall or positioned throughout the gallery as required.

Fabrication and installation of the Abundance (previously Agriculture) section will begin in 2022
in addition to the final design work. 2023 - 2025 will see the fabrication and installation of the
remaining sections. The new design will allow our exhibit to be easily changed to display new
stories, objects, and images so that we can adapt to public interest or community input and
visitors are always discovering something new.
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Grey Roots Museum & Archives
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Grey County Gallery
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Visitor Flow and Floor Plan
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Exhibit Walls
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Objects in Casework
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Text Panels and Object Labels
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Digital Experiences
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Hands On Activities
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